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Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
54° 
50° 29° 
32° 
USC’s women’s basket-
ball team wins its second 
game against a ranked 
opponent, beating down 
UGA’s No. 14 ‘Dawgs 
52-42.
See page 9
Artists join together in 
a collaborative return of 
“We Are the World,” a 
charity album begun for 
Africa and now geared 
toward helping the 
devasted island nation of 
Haiti. Read more about 
this popular musical ef-
fort’s return in The Mix.
See page 6
Our View-
points Editor 
continues 
her weekly 
column with 
an hon-
est look at 
breakups 
and the little 
mistakes 
we make to 
keep an ex 
nearby.
See page 5
57° 
(803) 777-3914
(803) 777-7726
(803) 777-7182
(803) 576-6172
37° 
Victory in Athens
We Are the World - Haiti
The Ugly Truth: Breakups
Marilynn
Joyner
Second-year 
English and 
dance student
Log on to our Web site to 
see how USC’s track and 
field teams fared in New 
York City, leaving  the Big 
Apple with sol id —and 
ambitious — performances.
Track and Field
Online @
Mix
www.DailyGamecock.com
Concert raises funds for Haiti
Courtesy of the Moore School of Business
The “Doing Business in Europe” course is one example 
of the school’s efforts to include experience abroad.
Adriana Dail / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The Darla Moore School of Business has consistently 
been ranked as a top business school in the nation.
Moore school named No. 1 
in international experience
Financial Times 
recognizes school’s 
innovation in ranking
Maggie Love
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Local musicians 
give their all 
for donations
Paige Kirby
STAFF WRITER
More than 40 years ago, 
t he Darla Moore School 
of  Business  led business 
education when it established 
an internat ional business 
program to educate students 
i n  g lob a l  b u s i ne s s  a nd 
management skills at a time 
when the profession began to 
expand abroad. 
Since the beginning of 
it s internat ional business 
program, the Moore School 
has made a name for itself as 
one of the primary business 
schools in the world. The 
success of the school was 
recently recognized when 
the Financial Times declared 
i t  a s  t he  be s t  bu s i ne s s 
school in the world in the 
category of “international 
experience” in its Global 
MBA Rankings . 
Della Bradshaw, business 
educ at ion  ed itor  at  t he 
Fina nc ia l  Times sa id  in 
a press release t hat “t he 
international experience rank 
in the F T MBA rank ings 
measures the quantity and 
qu a l i t y  o f  t he  over sea s 
i n t e r n s h ip s ,  s t u d y  a n d 
projects that are part of the 
MBA experience.” 
This ranking shows that 
the Moore School of Business 
holds global business to a 
very high standard because 
European and Asian business 
s c ho ol s  nor m a l l y  s c ore 
higher than U.S. schools in 
the international experience 
category. 
Along with the Financial 
Times ranking, the Moore 
School of Business has been 
acknowledged several times 
for its accomplishments in 
the f ield of internat ional 
business. The Moore School 
was deemed a top-ranking 
u nderg r adu ate  bu s i ne s s 
specialty in the U.S. News 
and World Report as well 
as No. 9 in the world for 
excellence in international 
business in the Wall Street 
Journal, to name a few of its 
recognitions . 
M a n y  U S C  s t u d e n t s 
have benefitted from their 
experiences abroad through 
t h e  M o o r e  S c h o o l  o f 
Business. Haley McClure, 
a third-year internat ional 
bu s i ne s s  a nd  ma rket i ng 
student , studied at Sciences 
Moore ● 2
Saints go marching 
into championship
New Orleans football brings home 
nation’s celebrated victory 
Courtesy of Emily Dassal
Participants in the challenge ran four miles, eating a dozen doughnuts at the 2-mile point.
Doughnuts bring in donations
Although the circus is in town, 
the show of the weekend was 
not in the Colonial Life Arena . 
Instead,  it  was t he Carol ina 
Coliseum that was packed full of 
students, faculty and community 
members who attended the Haiti 
Relief Concert this past Friday.
The effort was a collaboration 
i n v o l v i n g  c o l l e g e s  i n  t h e 
Midlands, the City of Columbia 
and local artists. Several USC 
s t u d e nt  o r g a n i z a t io n s  h a d 
donat ion booths set up at the 
event and were able to raise money 
in addition to the $5 donation at 
the door . 
“The exact number is st i l l 
to be determined, but we were 
presented with a check about 
two hours before the concert 
ended that was worth just under 
$8,000,” said Stephanie Durso, 
t he concer t  coord inator  for 
Carolina Productions . 
T ic ke t s  were  fo r  g ener a l 
admission, and 100 percent of the 
proceeds benefi tted the American 
Red Cross Haiti relief efforts . 
So far, USC has collected and 
donated more than $10,000 from 
various student organizations. 
“I think besides helping others, 
the biggest thing that drew people 
to the concert were the artists 
that performed,” Durso said. 
The concert featured rock and 
hip-hop music by Justin Smith 
and the Folk Hop Band, Lil Brod, 
Modern Disruption, Haley Dreis, 
Snook Da Rokk Star and Fat Rat 
Da Czar and Shekeese Da Beast . 
Many of the acts were as excited 
to raise money as people were 
to see them. Singer Haley Dreis 
proudly put “$7,960 raised for 
Haiti last night!” as her status on 
her MySpace fan page. 
“I t h ink t hat many people 
are feeling overwhelmed with 
the amount of devastation the 
Concert ● 2
Doughnuts aren’t exactly the breakfast 
of champions, especially before running 
a 4-mile race. However, after seeing an 
ESPN broadcast of the event a few months 
ago, f irst-year broadcast journalism 
student Pat Ryan felt compelled to 
compete in the seventh annual Krispy 
Kreme Challenge held at NC State in 
Raleigh, N.C.
Registration for the event was $17, and 
according to its Web site, all proceeds 
from the challenge were donated to the 
North Carolina Children’s Hospital .
“If you l ike running and you l ike 
doughnuts, it helps out,” Ryan said. “I was 
just doing it for the kids.”
At 2 a.m. on Saturday, Ryan traveled 
upstate with a few of his friends to put 
his month-long training to the test and 
Taylor Cheney
STAFF WRITER
Krispy Kreme Challenge 
combines running, eating 
to support children’s hospital
Doughnuts ● 2Saints ● 2
Dustin Glendinning / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Justin Smith and the Folk Hop Band, Modern Disruption, Haley Dreis and Snook Da 
Rokk Star were among the groups performing at the Haiti Relief Concert.
Barry Wilmer
Th e Associated Press
MIAMI, Fla. — Who dat won the Super Bowl? The New 
Orleans Saints, that’s who.
Ain’t kidding.
Put away those paper bags forever: Drew Brees and the Saints 
are NFL champions, rallying to upset Peyton Manning and the 
Indianapolis Colts 31-17 Sunday night in one of pro football’s 
most thrilling title games.
Brees tied a Super Bowl record with 32 completions, the last 
a 2-yard slant to Jeremy Shockey for the winning points with 
5:42 remaining. The Pro Bowl quarterback was chosen Super 
Bowl MVP.
“We just believed in ourselves and we knew that we had an 
entire city and maybe an entire country behind us,” Brees said. 
“What can I say? I tried to imagine what this moment would be 
like for a long time and it’s better than expected.”
A surprise onside kick sparked the Saints’ second-half 
comeback. Their 25th-ranked defense made several key stops, 
and Tracy Porter’s 74-yard interception return on a pass from 
Manning, of all people, clinched it.
Manning gave futile chase, but was blocked by a New Orleans 
defender and fell awkwardly as the cornerback raced by. The 
four-time NFL MVP forlornly walked to the sideline as the Big 
Easy celebrations began. Who would have thought the biggest 
mistake of the game would have come from Manning?
“It’s time for the Saints to celebrate,” he said. “It’s their fi eld 
and it’s their championship.”
An NFL embarrassment for much of their 43 years, the 
Saints’ football renaissance, led by Brees and coach Sean 
Payton, climaxed with Shockey’s touchdown and Lance Moore’s 
2-point conversion catch. The conversion pass originally was 
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ear thquake caused, and I th ink the 
concert was a great way to ease some of 
those feelings,” Dreis said. “The concert 
brought everyone together, and it was one 
of the most fun events I’ve been a part of. 
Everyone was really motivated to do well 
and raise money, and I think it was a great 
success.”
W h i le  many people  in  Colu mbia 
attended the event, some raised questions 
about South Carolina’s priorities. When 
news of the concert was posted on  local 
radio station WLTX’s Web site, many fans 
posted angry remarks. 
O ne  r e ader  p o s t e d ,  “ T he  S t a t e 
Newspaper reported on Friday that more 
than 300,000 residents of the Midlands 
and its surrounding count ies sought 
emergency food assistance last year, with 
nearly half choosing at least once between 
buying groceries or paying their heating 
bills, rent or mortgage. Maybe a concert 
for families here in SC?” 
Another reader posted “Who helped 
rebuild New Orleans?” in response to the 
benefi t concert. 
However, even with critics, most are 
labeling the show a success. 
“The Columbia music community came 
forward very quickly after the earthquake 
in Haiti and offered their talent to raise 
money,” said Jerry Brewer, associate vice 
president for student affairs. “The show is 
great, and helping the people of Haiti is a 
very worthwhile mission.”
With the combined efforts of the USC 
students to raise money for Haiti and the 
win over Kentucky, many are calling for 
one fi nal thing.
“A call from President Obama would be 
great,” Durso said.  
Concert ● Continued from 1
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Po in Paris last spring. 
“The cool thing about 
the school I went to was 
that there were exchange 
students from all over the 
world, so not only did I 
learn a lot about French 
culture and the business 
world, but I also learned 
about many other cultures,” 
McClure said.
McClure enjoyed her 
t ime abroad because it 
a l lowed to her to ga in 
a bet ter understanding 
of completely d if ferent 
educational and business 
cultures. 
A par t  of  t he overa l l 
s uc c e s s  o f  t he  Mo ore 
S c ho ol  o f  Bu s i ne s s  i s 
accredited to its faculty.  
Tat iana Kostova is an 
i nter nat iona l  bu s i ne s s 
professor who has taken 
IMBA student groups to 
Europe as part of a regional 
course “Doing Business in 
Europe.” During these trips 
Kostova has visited many 
European cities, including 
Vienna and Prague, where 
she and several students 
had the opportunity to visit 
numerous local and global 
companies and investment 
agencies.
“These  reg iona l  a nd 
s t u d y  ab r o a d  c o u r s e s 
a r e  a l w a y s  e x t r e m e l y 
i n for m at ive  a nd  f u n ,” 
Kostova said.
T he  Moore  School’s 
i n c o r p o r a t i o n  o f 
globa l  prog rams in it s 
i nter nat iona l  bu s i ne s s 
curriculum allows students 
to become immersed in 
cu lt ura l  and educat ion 
experiences that are critical 
for their understanding 
o f  t h e  c o m p e t i t i v e 
i nter nat iona l  bu s i ne s s 
industry. 
People can continue to 
expect great things from 
the Moore School as it 
ma inta ins it s  spec ia lt y 
in globa l  educat ion by 
developing leaders and 
prog ra m s  to  meet  t he 
needs of a vastly growing, 
international society.
Moore ● Continued from 1
Comments on this story? 
E-mai l  sagcknew@mai lbox.
sc.edu
Goodbye Page Two, Hello The Etc.
ran alongside 6,000 other doughnut fans . 
Participating in the Challenger category, 
Ryan was required to run two miles, gobble 
down 12 doughnuts and continue running 
for another two miles without vomiting . 
“I’ve ran 5ks before, but this was the fi rst 
one where I was eating in the middle,” he 
said. 
His consumption strategy included eating 
one doughnut, crushing four together and 
eating another. 
“The fi rst eight worked out,” he said.
As a member of USC’s cross country club 
team, Ryan’s priority before the challenge 
was to get in the best physical shape possible 
by running four to fi ve times a week for 30 
minutes. 
“ I  was  going to worr y about  t he 
doughnuts later. I didn’t want to get sick of 
them,” he said. 
Finishing in under 50 minutes, Ryan was 
10 minutes shy of his intended goal but said 
it was a lot harder than he anticipated.
Emily Dassel, a f irst-year broadcast 
journalism student , accompanied Ryan on 
the journey to Raleigh.
“The whole c rowd was chant ing. 
Everyone was cheering on everyone, even 
if they didn’t know them,” she said. “It was 
like a stampede.” 
Next year, she plans to run alongside 
Ryan, and she encourages everyone else to 
join as well. 
“I’d like to see USC do something similar 
in the Horseshoe and maybe have it go 
along with Cool Beans,” she said.
Ryan said that he has no mentor for his 
athletic passion, but encourages anyone 
with feet to try it out. 
“I have respect for anyone who wants to 
get out there,” he said.
The next stop for Ryan will be the 
Cooper River Bridge Run in Charleston . 
 
Doughnuts ● Continued from 1
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Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Mark J. Terrill / The Associated Press
Saints cornerback Tracy Porter scores a 74-yard touchdown.
ruled incomplete, but Payton 
challenged the call and won.
Por ter ’s  p ick ,  ju s t  a s 
dramatic as his interception 
of Brett Favre’s pass to force 
overtime in the NFC title 
game, was the game’s only 
turnover. It’s one Manning 
will forever regret.
The Saints (16-3) won 
three post season games 
this winter after winning 
only two in the previous 42 
years. They beat Arizona, 
Minnesota and Indianapolis 
(16-3) — all division winners 
— for their fi rst title, scoring 
107 points and allowing only 
59.
The championship came 4 
and 1/2 years after Hurricane 
K a t r i n a  r a v a g e d  N e w 
Orleans, making the Saints 
nomads for the 2005 season. 
There was even some doubt 
they would return, but the 
NFL refused to abandon the 
Big Easy. The Superdome 
was rebuilt, and the Saints 
won the NFC South in ‘06, 
their fi rst season with Brees 
and Payton.
T h at  wa s  t he  sea son 
Manning won his only Super 
Bowl. He had the Colts, 
favored by 5 points, in front 
for much of this one, but 
New Orleans’ league-leading 
offense, which scored 510 
points this season, outscored 
I ndy  31-7  a f ter  f a l l i ng 
behind 10-0. That matched 
the biggest comeback in a 
Super Bowl.
Payton held the Vince 
Lombardi Trophy high over 
his head and ran into the end 
zone toward several hundred 
fans chanting the Saints’ 
rally cry: “Who dat, who 
dat, who dat say gonna beat 
dem Saints?”
Nobody can say it now.
“Everybody back in New 
Orleans gets a piece of this 
trophy,” he said.
“I think I could kiss him,” 
owner Tom Benson said.
In order to give our readers more information in an easier 
way, we have merged our former Page Two content with 
our comics page to introduce The Etc.
Check out our new section, The 
Etc,. on Page 8 of today’s issue 
and let us know what you think. 
If there’s anything you miss or 
anything you think we should add, 
let us know. 
For questions or comments, e-mail the editor at 
gamecockeditor@sc.edu.
|
Get Your Car Ready 
for Spring Break!
1410 North Millwood Avenue803-256-2110 
 www.suddethauto.com
Online appointments:
“We take the worry out of your car care”
Get involved in the USC Haiti Relief efforts. Make a donation of at 
least $10 to the American Red Cross Haiti Relief Fund and receive a 
“Gamecocks Helping Haiti” T-shirt. T-shirts are now available at the 
information desk on the second fl oor of the Russell House. Cash, 
check and Carolina Card accepted for donations.
RH Info Desk Hours:
Monday — Saturday: 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Sunday: 8:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
This is sponsored by the Carolina 
Service Council, the Residence Hall 
Association and the Department of 
Student Life. 
FOLLOW US 
on TWITTER
Upper level
Entry level
Lower level
• 2000 Square Feet Tri-level Townhomes
• Huge Closets
• 24-hour Fitness Center
• Large Patios
• New Internet Café and Coffee Bar
• Shuttle To And From Campus And 
The Five Points Area
rates as low as$444
Ask about our low price guarantee
1051 Southern Drive • Columbia, SC • (803) 255-0170 • www.CBeech.com
RUSSELL HOUSE THEATRE 8PM FEBRUARY 9
usc’s got talent
february 12  strom thurmond fitness center  8pm 
— Th e Associated Press
LOCAL & WORLD NEWS
Charleston port experiences traffi c decline
Universities to provide application translations
Afghan citizens fl ee before NATO offensive
LOCAL
NATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
Traffi c through South Carolina’s largest port in Charleston has decreased 37 percent 
in the past fi ve years, while shipping through the neighboring port of Savannah, Ga., has 
increased 42 percent.
Experts say the change is because Georgia has been more successful in recruiting large 
distribution centers that need to move items through the port.
“We weren’t as aggressive as we should have been,” State Ports Authority president Jim 
Newsome told The State newspaper of Columbia for a story Sunday.
Newsome, who took over as president of the ports in September, said the state will have 
a second chance at luring some distribution facilities in advance of the widening of the 
Panama Canal. That will be complete in 2014 and will bring more ships from Asia to the 
East Coast, he said.
“This will be the most signifi cant event since the start of containerization,” Newsome 
said. “And the state is now attuned to that.”
South Carolina has much ground to make up.
In the 1990s, while the port of Charleston focused on retaining shipping fi rms, Georgia 
and other states bought land and built the infrastructure to bring in distribution centers.
PHILADELPHIA — For some Hispanic students, navigating the college application process 
can be a double-whammy: Balancing high school coursework with essays and interviews, and 
then translating the whole system for their parents, who don’t speak English.
Some venerable East Coast universities are trying to ease that burden — and tap the 
booming pool of Hispanic students — by offering Spanish translations of their admissions 
and fi nancial aid material.
Bryn Mawr College, an elite women’s liberal arts school near Philadelphia, recently 
launched a Spanish version of its Web site. And the Ivy League University of Pennsylvania 
has begun conducting some college admissions sessions in Spanish.
“These initiatives are really geared toward the families ... to take some of the pressure off 
the students,” said Jennifer Rickard, Bryn Mawr’s chief enrollment offi cer.
Family comfort level is extremely important in the Hispanic community, where parental 
ties are strong and many are wary of sending their children away to school, said Deborah 
Santiago, vice president for policy and research at Washington-based Excelencia in 
Education.
“The parents do play a critical role in at least the aspiration of college,” Santiago said. “My 
parents hadn’t gone to college but they told me I was going.”
KANDAHAR, Afghanistan — Minivans piled high with mattresses and clothing lined up 
at checkpoints Sunday as hundreds of civilians fl ed a Taliban-controlled area ahead of a 
planned NATO offensive in southern Afghanistan.
The militants, meanwhile, dug in for a fi ght, reinforcing their positions with rocket-
propelled grenades and heavy weapons, according to witnesses.
The U.S. military has not given a start date for the operation to clear insurgents from the 
Helmand province town of Marjah, the biggest community in the south under insurgent 
control. But the military has said fi ghting will start soon and many residents weren’t taking 
any chances.
American aircraft dropped leafl ets on Sunday warning of the coming offensive.
  
uoaks.com
803.252.2634
21 NATIONAL GUARD RD
new low rates | now leasing for Fall 2010
   on the 50 yard line
 any closer & you’d be 
The Internet has proven 
to be the greatest tool for 
freedom in reporting. News 
travels faster than newspapers 
and magazines, and it offers 
more varied commentary on 
issues. You wouldn’t get that 
impression from old media 
giants like Time Magazine, 
w h i c h  f a v o r s  I n t e r n e t 
licenses to make sure you’d 
be a l lowed to go on the 
Internet.  The old print media 
are dying because they’ve 
been propaganda pieces for 
Washington politicians for so 
long that people have become 
disinterested and are looking 
for real journalism. So instead 
of fi xing their business model, 
newspapers and magazines are 
going to Congress looking for 
subsidies in order to “promote 
journalism.”
S u b s i d i e s  a r e n ’ t  a n 
a nswer  for  jou r na l i sm’s 
changing environment. If 
they’re enacted, any sense 
of  journa l i s t ic  integr it y 
that remains will go out the 
window. Newspapers and 
magazines will defer to the 
government for their funding, 
so do you really 
think they’ll be 
unbiased?
Old  med ia 
typically claim 
t he  I nter net 
can’t prov ide 
real journalism. 
However,  did 
T h e  S t a t e , 
when covering 
gubernatorial 
c a n d i d a t e s , 
mention Gresham Barrett 
sponsored, and wants to 
revive, a bill in 2003 that’d 
force citizens of Iran, Syria 
and Cuba to leave America to 
protect the homeland? That 
information was found on 
LewRockwell.com with links 
to the congressional bill. So 
there you have it; journalism 
is thriving on the Internet and 
individuals are more aware 
politicians’ actions. Glenn 
Greenwald of Salon.com 
actually reported the hit list 
of American citizens who now 
work for al-Qaida overseas. 
T h i s  g ive s  i nte l l igence 
agencies the power to kill 
American citizens without a 
trial. This story broke days 
before it even was mentioned 
on mainstream media outlets.
The Internet has seen 
a  rebi r t h  i n  jou r na l i sm 
because of  it s  wea lt h of 
information and the inability 
of governments to control it. 
It’s an information exchange 
where various viewpoints, as 
well as original journalism, 
can be shared. I mean, where 
can someone get opinions 
o n  t h e  e c o n o m y  f r o m 
libertarians, communists, 
conservatives, anarchists and 
anarcho-capitalists? Certainly 
not from Time Magazine.
 Carolina Dining does not offer adequate 
options. Every meal, I am faced with the same 
dilemma: eat the same, healthier option or go 
for the unhealthy but tasty alternative. For 
those wanting a balanced, healthy diet, Carolina 
Dining is not the option for you.
After meeting with the school dietician, which 
I highly recommend you do as well, I learned my 
diet defi nitely needed some balance. I was given 
a chart to help me make healthier decisions and 
was sent on my way. Knowing which food groups 
I needed at each meal, I felt confident I could 
stick to a new diet. Little did I know, it would be 
almost impossible to keep this diet while using 
meal plans.
Carolina Dining uses its Balanced Way 
program as a simple health food option for those 
wanting to make better diet decisions. However, 
most of the time the daily Balanced Way Plate 
is advertised but not offered. I’ve been to the 
Grand Market Place several times and decided 
the Balanced Plate was a better option for me. 
However, upon ordering, some of the sides or the 
entrée would not be available. This leaves two 
options: settle for a less balanced alternative or 
try to fi nd something else that will suit my needs.
There are other options out there. One is the 
salad and yogurt bar. Both are great options, but 
if you have any questions about the nutritional 
facts, the staff is not helpful. Adding full-fat 
dressing pretty much defeats the purpose of a 
salad all together. Carolina Dining does offer 
fat-free or low-fat dressings, but they are diffi cult 
to find. If you ask the employee making your 
salad which dressings are fat-free, they hardly 
ever know. If you ask them to fi nd out, they seem 
annoyed with your request. Eating healthier 
shouldn’t be a hassle, but it seems to be here on 
campus.
Other than salad and yogurt, 
there is a variety of fresh fruit and 
wraps available around campus. 
However, the same meal choices 
day after day are boring. It makes 
sticking to a diet more challenging.
Carolina Dining says they offer 
healthy alternatives, but that is 
barely true. If you advertise an 
opt ion, it should be available. 
Eating a well-balanced diet should 
be possible using meal plans and 
should be encouraged by the dining 
services. Overlooking or ignoring the lack of 
healthy choices is a major deterrent and may cost 
them fi nancially if it is not addressed soon. 
Two weeks ago following the basketball team’s win against the 
University of Kentuky Wildcats, USC’s Student Government 
decided wrote a resolution to Kentucky claiming they can 
play “any sport, any time” at USC. Assistant News Reporter 
Josh Dawsey added a short quote in his SG coverage from the 
lighthearted resolution. Everyone thought it was funny, team-
spirited and anything but a big deal.
In the resolution, one of the lines SG said was, “Whereas, 
even being ranked as the best team in the country, Kentucky still 
lost.” They sent this resolution to 
Kentucky, and even though it was 
a joke, they unexpectedly heard 
an uproar. 
Even t hough Kent uck y ’s 
student government understood 
the joke and took it for what it 
was, some alumni and Kentucky 
students are upset. While we 
can see why Kentucky students 
wouldn’t be to pleased, the angry 
response is a little over the top.
Obviously the resolution was not intended to be anything 
serious whatsoever — it came from rivalry, not disrespect.
Everything looks different in hindsight. Yes, SG shouldn’t 
have made a formal resolution and wasted time. While we are 
glad to have our team spirit represented, pointless resolutions 
takes attention away from the real work they do. There’s a time 
and place for Gamecock spirit, and that wasn’t it. 
For SG, this was a lesson learned. Rather then dealing with 
UK’s hot air, they (and we) should be able to focus on the real 
things they are doing for our university.
SG represents our campus with a high reputation, so they 
should keep that reputation and leave the rivalry on the court.
And when the Gamecocks play UK away later this season, 
let’s use this rivalry attitude and bring home a beautiful win.
Heartbreak: we all have been through 
it. Whether in the f ifth grade when 
that signifi cant other ran away from the 
monkey bars screaming “cooties,” or in 
high school when departing for college 
came with the words “It’s over.” 
Many of us have been through the 
breakup, and even though some may not 
admit it, the process does take a toll on 
the heart.
Yet whenever relationships end, some 
people never really let them go. There 
are still the text messages, phone calls 
or, in my case, the constant e-mails from 
the ex that make you wonder: Why did 
they break up with you if they can’t let 
you go?
Besides the obsessive route the ex 
takes by admitting he or she was wrong 
just to get a reaction from the other side, 
there is another path people take to rid 
the ex from their lives. 
Not only do they pretend 
the past relationship never 
ex isted,  but t hey move 
right on to another one. 
This is called the rebound.
Yes, some of us might 
need a little comfort here 
and there after a breakup, 
but af ter a relat ionship, 
you can’t just jump back 
into another one in two 
weeks. It’s acceptable to 
go to dinner or hang out 
with someone else in two 
weeks, but getting another girlfriend or 
boyfriend in that amount of time is just 
a slap in the face. 
One can’t get over an ex by getting 
another significant other; accept the 
heartbreak and have some time alone. 
Getting someone else is a reality check 
that you aren’t over your ex and you 
are dependent on someone to fi ll your 
broken heart.
This is why breakups are so stressful. 
If one party of a broken relationship 
takes either of these routes — the 
obsessive contacting or fi nding someone 
else to heal the pain — the breakup will 
continue to go on forever and continue 
to cause drama.
So let it  go. A breakup happens 
because the relationship was broken, so 
deal with it and move on. 
Don’t get back together, and don’t 
continue to communicate unless you’re 
both ready to just be friends. Getting 
back together is the worst thing you can 
do because old feelings return and the 
cycle repeats itself. You will only get 
heartbroken even more.
Also, for those of you who are you 
taken, if there are more than three 
breakups in a relationship, it’s not worth 
the time and energy. 
As they say, there are so many other 
fish in the sea. And they are right. If 
you are dissatisfied with your current 
relationship due to fighting or other 
issues, move on. 
You will cross paths with so many 
more people in your life who could make 
you happier. Gain some confi dence and 
fi ght for what will make you happy.
So on Valentine’s Day, if you’re single, 
don’t text or call an ex. Instead, hang 
out with friends and family who truly 
love you and will always be there. If 
you’re taken, have a good time with your 
signifi cant other and remember why you 
are in that relationship and how it makes 
you a better person.
Relationships are supposed to build 
people up,  not br ing t hem dow n. 
Whatever lessons you take from this 
ugly truth, use the one that will make 
you happiest. 
It takes more energy to frown than 
smile, so find that person who makes 
you smile and brings the least amount of 
stress and drama into your life. 
A nd, those who do bring drama, 
forget about them and move forward. 
They aren’t worth it and most likely 
aren’t good enough for you.
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CORRECTIONS
If you fi nd an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us 
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the 
correction in our next issue.
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s 
V i ew p o i n t s  p a g e  i s  to  s t i m u l a te 
discussion in the University of South 
Carol ina community. A l l  publ ished 
authors are expected to provide logical 
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages 
readers to voice opinions and offers three 
methods of expression: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and feedback on 
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be 
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words 
in length and include the author’s name, 
year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and 
USC faculty members to submit guest 
co lumns. Columnists should keep 
submissions to about 500 words in 
length and include the author’s name and 
position. Guest columns are limited to 
three per author per semester. 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense submissions for length 
and clarity, or not publish at all. 
All submissions become the property 
of  The Da i ly Gamecock and must 
conform to the legal standards of USC 
Student Media.
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On rainy Friday night, the Carolina 
Coliseum housed a variety of different 
musicians and speakers during Carolina 
Productions’ “Hope for Haiti” concert. 
This fundraiser presented an opportunity 
for the entire USC campus to get involved 
and give support; it occurred in conjunction 
with a number of other student activities to 
help raise funds for the Red Cross’s relief 
effort, such as the $10 “Gamecocks for 
Haiti” T-shirts sold at the Russell House 
Information Desk.
While the T-shirts were almost sold out, 
the concert’s attendance was embarrassingly 
low. Whether because of the rain or terrible 
publicity, the majority of the time it seemed 
the staff personnel outnumbered those 
attending the concert.
In the moments prior to one of the acts — 
a song from John Mayer’s new album played 
over the PA system — and a technician on 
the floor could be heard (that’s how quiet 
it was) from halfway up the section joking, 
“Turn it up, people will think he’s still here. 
Then maybe a crowd’ll show up.”
Regardless of the lack of any audience 
whatsoever, the musicians showed up, as did 
the emcee, WWDM and WHXT radio’s 
DJ Prince Ice . When the bands had tuned, 
Prince Ice lit up his Mac and turntable and 
proceeded to welcome the crowd (somewhat 
tongue-in-cheek, as there were maybe 50 
people total present) and thanked them for 
their support. 
“Are you here for Haiti?” he asked, to a 
thunderous, roaring response of applause, 
yells and whistles. “Come on, if you’re here 
to help Haiti, wake it up. We’re not at a 
golf tournament.” Whether the line was 
premeditated or merely an observation, it 
was spot-on.
He went on to introduce Lil Brod , who 
proceeded to rap over some songs Ice played 
on his turntable — varying from Lil Wayne 
to Souja Boy . Then it got interesting: a guy 
with an acoustic guitar walked onstage, 
started playing and Lil Brod rapped about 
keeping faith and holding on: an applicable 
message, if somewhat fl at.
A music  break feat u red ex t remely 
emotional speaker Effel Lewis, a Haitian-
American man who directly experienced 
the trauma through friends and family still 
living in the now-destroyed country. He 
told tales of the serious poverty experienced 
by all, the lack of any kind of insurance and 
the fact that people turn into savages and do 
anything to stay alive when pushed to their 
limits. 
Though the speech itself was moving, he 
was somewhat preaching to the choir, as 
the audience consisted of students there to 
donate and show support.
More music followed with local band 
“Modern Disruption”  taking the stage. 
Though mainly indie rock, their sound 
also included elements of ska and jazz that 
gave their songs a dynamic feel. This was 
aided by their incorporation of a wide range 
of instruments. They played all originals, 
except for a surprisingly decent cover of “Use 
Somebody” by Kings of Leon , thanks again 
to the range of instruments; the keyboard 
played the backing to the chorus.
Other highlights included a spoken 
word artist who spat wave after wave about 
stereotypes, Mother Nature and a distrust 
of institutionalized religion; talented USC 
music major Haley Dreis and her country/
pop band; and headliner Justin Smith and 
the Folk Hop Band , featuring an interesting 
merge of hip-hop and country.
North Carol ina nat ive Mat thew 
McGinn showcased his stripped-down, 
acoustic sound last Tuesday in the USC 
Bookstore Café.
McGi n n,  a longs ide  Charlot te’s 
Shannon McArthur, charmed students 
at the Acoustic Café, a night full of 
songs of f his new album “Under A 
Million Stars,” as well as the crowd-
pleasing chorus of Miley Cyrus’s “Party 
in the U.S.A.” 
During a mid-set decision between 
fast or slow song, he asked, “Do you 
want to fall in love, or do you want to fall 
in love slow?” His on-stage charisma, 
his infectious vocals and relatable but 
nonetheless inspired lyrics all build 
upon his familiar yet unique style.
“It’s somewhere between acoustic, 
pop and country,” McGinn said. “I grew 
up listening to country music, but at the 
same time I try to be a ‘pop artist.’”
McGinn, who does a stellar job of 
achieving that mainstream, likeable 
sound whi le steer ing clear of t he 
twenty-something pop star craze, is 
most akin to the pop-inspired piano 
men Matt White, Graham Colton and 
Jon McLaughlin . 
Since he draws off some of the music 
biz’s best singer/songwriters, it is no 
wonder McGinn has found winning 
words and style.
“I real ly l ike Mat t Wertz , Ryan 
Adams, Patty Griffi n and on the local 
level, a k id named Steve Moakler is 
amazing,” McGinn said.
With nine years of lessons under 
his belt, he got his f irst taste of the 
performing world with piano recitals at 
the Cary School of Music in Cary, N.C., 
as a kid.
“I got into the music scene when I 
was three years old and got my first 
keyboard,” McGinn said. “When I was 
in f ifth grade, my piano broke, so I 
found a guitar and taught myself how to 
play. That opened so many doors that I 
liked a lot better.”
T he  se l f- t aught  song s ter,  who 
released his fi rst album and found fame 
in northern Virginia with the band 
Courage Call , is now debuting as a solo 
artist with “Under A Million Stars.” 
Produced by Paul Barber, who is based 
in Bethesda, Md., the album took about 
a month to record and features f ive 
distinct yet equally lovable tracks .
“It’s an array of studio musicians; a lot 
of it’s me, a lot of it’s friends who were 
around,” McGinn said. “It was fun, a 
really good time.”
“Better With You,” which kicks off 
the album with an upbeat, feel-good 
vibe and “Where You Are,” which forces 
you to “fall in love slow,” do the best 
in highlighting McGinn’s undeniable 
talent and inspired lyrics.
“I write all my own music,” McGinn 
said. “[My inspiration comes from] life 
things, things that happen, things I see, 
sometimes movies.”
With a live band that will vary a little 
from show to show, McGinn is set for a 
tour to promote his new music.
“I’m out all of March, and I’m not 
necessarily label-hunting yet,” McGinn 
said. “I’m just going it by myself for a 
little while and learning the ropes.”
A lthough Carol ina Product ions’ 
Acoustic Café was his fi rst appearance 
in Columbia, McGinn hopes to find 
himself back in the city soon. In the 
meantime, pick up a copy of “Under A 
Million Stars” on iTunes, Rhapsody, 
Amazon or Napster. There is also a 
free download of his New Year’s song, 
“Maybe This Will Be My Year” on his 
Web site, matthewmcginn.net .
When the music industry’s most powerful 
players join together in one room, it usually 
involves a red carpet, memorable fashion 
moments and golden statues. However, on 
Feb. 1, 2010, the biggest stars came together 
for a different purpose: the remake recording 
of the 1980s hit “We Are The World,” 
written by Lionel Richie and Michael 
Jackson . 
The original “We Are The World” was 
recorded in 1985 for Africa, and included a 
powerhouse assembly of the decade’s biggest 
names in music from Cyndi Lauper to 
Bruce Springsteen . At the time, the single 
was released to benefit a famine-stricken 
Africa and quickly became the fastest selling 
American pop single in history . To date, 
“We Are The World” is still one of the 
biggest selling singles in music history.
This year marks the 25th anniversary of 
the smash hit, and once again music’s most 
popular stars have banded together for a 
brand new recording. The faces may have 
changed, but the cause is still the same. 
The new single, “We Are the World — 25 
for Haiti,” will be debuted at the opening 
ceremony of the 2010 Winter Olympics in 
Vancouver . Every cent from the proceeds 
will be direct ly funneled into the We 
Are The World Foundation, a non-profit 
organization designed to aid Haiti.
It was certainly not diffi cult to fi nd stars 
willing to lend their time and voices to 
benefit Haiti. The remake includes over 
80 of pop’s most well-known celebrities, 
doubling the number of musical guests in 
the ‘80s original. The new version mixes 
new and old world talents, including stars 
ranging from Drake and the Jonas Brothers 
to Tony Bennett and Janet Jackson , who 
voiced the solo originally made famous by 
her brother Michael in 1985. 
Already in town for the music industry’s 
biggest night, the 52nd Annual Grammy 
Awards, the likes of Kanye West, P!nk and 
Kid Cudi stepped into the studio to begin 
recording “We Are The World — 25 for 
Haiti.” The single was recorded at Henson 
Studios in Los Angeles , where original stars 
such as Billy Joel and Tina Turner came 
together 25 years ago for the original.  
Although many of us love a good ‘80s 
hit, the original recording got a much-
needed revision from producers RedOne 
and Will.I.Am. Today’s recording artists 
have shaped the music world with different 
sounds that have changed the industry, and 
we cannot expect any less as a new fl ock of 
talent brings their own creative spin to the 
table in this remake. 
Along with freshly updated lyrics, “We 
A re The World — 25 for Hait i” wil l 
introduce a new f lavor to the track, with 
hip-hop beats and soulful harmonies better 
suited to today’s generation. There are also 
plenty of surprise solo efforts (think Lil’ 
Wayne covering Bob Dylan) which were 
handpicked and screened by a foundation 
board that included Wyclef Jean and original 
producer Quincy Jones . 
After its debut on NBC on Feb. 12th , the 
single will be released for public purchase. 
There is also talk of a music video DVD 
release. While some of the aspects of the 
original “We Are the World” may have been 
changed in the 25 years since its recording, 
the new talent, dubbed “We Are The World 
Class of 2010,” has brought the same energy, 
compassion and spirit that impacted millions 
years ago. Hopefully the new track will be 
greeted by the same success as the original, 
bringing relief to the people of disaster-torn 
Haiti.   
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“We didn’t lose the game; we just ran 
out of time.”
— Vince Lombardi 
Newly released ‘We Are Th e World’ 
brings stars together for good cause
Local bands, speaker entertain 
to help Haiti relief efforts
Emerging NC pop artist 
pleases crowd with songs 
from first solo album
Colin Campbell
STAFF WRITER
Benefi t concert draws tiny audience
Mary Cathryn Armstrong 
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
OLD HIT REVIVED 
Image courtesy of AP Exchange
Lil Wayne, Bob Dylan and other big names in the music industry have joined together to 
record a new version of “We Are The World” to benefi t Haiti earthquake relief.
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu
Chloe Gould
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Image courtesy of myspace.com
The fi ve tracks on McGinn’s fi rst solo 
album, “Under a Million Stars,” combine 
pop and country infl uences and feature 
compelling vocals and lyrics.
McGinn, McArthur 
charm USC students
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu
Dustin Glendinning / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Local artists performed before a small crowd in a concert at the Coliseum Friday night.
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private shuttle to campus
apply today & pay zero down
individual storage closets
scsuites.com
803.779.3280 | 112 SILO COURT
TEXT SUITES TO 47464 FOR INFO
Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / Th e Daily Gamecock
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 ARIES  Your goal is to 
move forward with a group 
decision. Expect a power play 
backstage, with the outcome 
resolved in the fi nal act.
TAURUS  Concepts that 
bubble to the surface require 
the use of your many talents. 
Don’t be shy about sharing 
ideas with the new kid on the 
block.
GEMINI  You get lots of 
ideas about artistic touches in 
practical situations. There’s 
no l imit to your creat ive 
imagination. .
CANCER  The love you 
feel needs to be out where 
others can share it. Just say 
what you’ve been holding in. 
Responses provide pleasant 
surprises.
LEO  You want to achieve 
success, and you’re willing 
to do the work. Unpack your 
thoughts so you can see all the 
possibilities.
VIRGO  You started the 
creative fl ow yesterday. Now 
take it with you to school 
or work. Apply your unique 
perspect ive to tradit ional 
methodologies.
LIBRA  A female sparks 
your imagination with creative 
ways to show off a design or 
product. Sleep on it and make 
your fi nal decision later.
SCORPIO   Someone 
wants to go in a new direction. 
Think long and hard before 
you do. Your gut tells you to 
stay on your plotted course.
S A G I T T A R I U S 
A lt hough you w i sh  you 
were on vacation today, you 
discover that careful attention 
to the feelings of others allows 
you to get through the day 
unscathed.
CAPRICORN   See? 
That investment in romance 
paid off. Now spend t ime 
preparing delicious rewards 
for everyone you invite to the 
party. 
AQUARIUS  Everything 
will be perfect today if you can 
fi nd a way to say exactly what 
you mean the fi rst time. 
PISCES  You awaken with 
passion, or maybe you had a 
sensational dream. Tell your 
partner or closest friend for 
advice on your feelings.
Calendar of Events
The Scene
IN THE RUSSELL HOUSE
What: Ronald McDonald House 
Campaign
When: 10 a.m.
Where:  Greene Street
What: ESA Candy Grams sale
When: 10 a.m.
Where: Greene Street
What: Jim Rex 
When: 5 p.m.
Where:  Russell House Theater
What: Students For Life meeting
When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 304
What: Mountaineering and 
Whitewater Club meeting
When:7 p.m.
Where:  Nursing 231
What: AAAS Elite Male Pageant
When: 7 p.m.
Where:  RH Theater
What: BGLSA meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where:  Gambrell 152
What: Amnesty International 
meeting
When: 8 p.m.
Where:  RH, Room 315
SPORTS SCHEDULE
Men’s Tennis 
N.C. State 
Tuesday 
2 p.m. 
USC Fieldhouse 
Men’s Basketball 
Florida 
Wednesday 
8 p.m. 
Colonial Life Arena
Women’s Basketball 
Mississippi State
Thursday 
7 p.m. 
Colonial Life Arena 
TODAY
LAST BREATH OF AUGUST, KILL ME A BEAR, 
ON MY HONOR, WITH RECKLESS ABANDON, 
HEY DUDE 
6 p.m., $5 over 21 / $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
AN EDUCATION 
6 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.
GUY DAVIS 
Noon, free
Russell House Marble Slab
TOMORROW
RENEE YOHE 
8 p.m., free to students w/ ID
Russell House Theatre
FRESH 
6 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.
SCOTT PRICE FACULTY PIANO RECITAL 
7:30 p.m., free
School of Music Recital Hall, 813 Assembly 
St.
 
ONE WOLF W/ BARTON CARROLL 
7 p.m., $8
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.
ACROSS
1 Part of DMV
6 Need a backrub,
say
10 “__-daisy!”
14 Nobel Peace
Prize winner Root
15 Walk like a drunk
16 Entre __
(between us)
17 Using a treadmill,
e.g.
20 29-Down, for one
21 The Beatles’ “__
Loser”
22 Relating to ﬂ ight
technology
23 Laurel and Getz
25 Medicine amount
to take
26 Regional air travel
brand since 1984
31 Either Bush, e.g.
32 Round-buyer’s
words
33 Baker’s meas.
36 Leftover bits
37 “I don’t think so!”
39 “__ boy!”
40 On the authority of
41 Friend
42 Vietnamese, e.g.
43 Aviator who said
“the lure of ﬂ ying
is the lure of
beauty”
47 Corp. heads
48 Hospital staffer
49 Beer unit
52 Former telecom
giant
53 Former Pakistani
president
56 Movie DVD
special feature,
perhaps
59 Encircle
60 Fiber-rich food
61 “Dog the Bounty
Hunter” network,
and a hint to the
theme in this
puzzle’s four
longest answers
62 Many MP-3
player batteries
63 Game with six
colorful characters
64 Google alternative
DOWN
1 Honeyed liquor
2 Land O’Lakes
product
3 Run out of gas
4 “I’ve got you
now!”
5 Add insult to
injury
6 Major or Minor
tarot card group
7 So-so mark
8 Penta- plus one
9 Mt. Fuji statistic
10 Dweebish
11 Leaves for the
holidays?
12 Sleeping girl in
an Everly
Brothers hit
13 “Hang on __”
18 All-in-one Apple
computer
19 Crest
23 Mmes., in Madrid
24 Kids’ outdoor
winter project
26 Resting on
27 Triﬂ ing
28 Old-time breaking
news cry
29 Bambi’s aunt
30 Actress Adams
of “Enchanted”
34 Marquee name
35 Gasp
37 Org. with
Senators and
Capitals
38 Québécois’s
approval
39 Queens tennis
stadium
41 Civil rights
activist Chávez
42 Munitions center
44 Bermuda
rentals
45 University of
Oregon city
46 Museo hangings
47 Eyelashes
49 The Star Wars
ﬁ lms, e.g.
50 “Squawk Box”
network
51 Bush advisor
Rove
53 Brass
component
54 Preﬁ x with China
55 Awfully long time
57 Fraternity letter
58 Word before
break or care
Solution for 02/05/10
02/08/10
02/08/10
Solution from 02/05/10
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KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — “We just got 
outplayed.”  
In those four words, Devan Downey 
summed up one rough night on Rocky 
Top for the South Carolina basketball 
team, as No. 14 Tennessee thrashed the 
Gamecocks 79-53 in a game that wasn’t 
even that close .  
After Lakeem Jackson’s layup in the 
fi rst 11 seconds of the game gave USC the 
early 2-0 advantage, everything that could 
go wrong did, as a poor fi rst-half offensive 
performance preceded a nightmarish 
second-half defense.  
“The key tonight was that we were not 
good offensively in the fi rst half. We were 
really stagnant in terms of our movement,” 
USC coach Darrin Horn said. “To start 
the second half, we didn’t play any defense 
at all.” 
Trailing only 30-16 at halftime , USC 
had struggled offensively in the first 20 
minutes, but was nowhere near panic 
mode; its reputat ion as a second-half 
team coupled with confi dence that missed 
offensive opportunities would swing back 
down the stretch. 
“I wasn’t too worked up at halftime,” 
Horn said.  
Then the bottom fell out. UT opened 
t he second ha l f  on a 12- 4 r un, t he 
exclamation point being Scotty Hopson ’s 
three-pointer with 16:04 left in the game, 
giving Tennessee a 22-point lead:  42-20.  
“When that lead goes from 14 to 20, as 
we’ve talked about all year,” Horn said, 
“we’re not really in a situation where it’s 
easy for us to overcome that, because we’re 
not deep and explosive offensively.” 
South Carolina wouldn’t get closer than 
18 points for the rest of the night, as UT, 
leading by as much as 27 at one point , kept 
on making easy basket after easy basket.  
“In the second half to give them that 
many easy baskets, was just inexcusable,” 
Horn said.  
The fi rst ten minutes of the game looked 
like something out of the gymnasium at 
the Springfield, Mass., YMCA, where 
the first game of basketball was played 
in the 1890s, as both teams combined for 
22 missed shots, four turnovers, and ten 
points (an 8-2 UT lead).  
But while Tennessee (18-4, 6-2)  kicked 
into gear over the f inal 30 minutes of 
the game, the Gamecocks (13-9, 4-4) 
remained stuck in neutral against UT’s 
smothering man-to-man defense.  
“When we saw [man-to-man], we stood 
instead of moving,” Horn said. “We knew 
we were going to see that, but we just did 
not move the basketball well.” 
UT’s Wayne Chism led all scorers with 
30 points. The only Carolina player who 
was able to get much of anything going 
was Downey, who scored 26 points , but 
with 13 of them coming from the free 
throw line . Toward the end of the game, 
Horn talked to Downey and some other 
players.  
“We didn’t play well enough and didn’t 
deserve to have an opportunity to be 
in this game,” Horn said he told them. 
“Remember what this feeling feels like. 
We don’t want to be in this situation.”  
Tennessee, second-half lag, 
Chism’s 30 points rout 
Gamecocks in Knoxville 
James Kratch
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Patrick Murphy-Racey / The Associated Press
Cameron Tatum’s Tennessee Vols were too 
much for South Carolina on Saturday night.
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
At home for the fi rst time since opening 
day, the No. 45 South Carolina men’s tennis 
team came away with its third victory of 
the season, beating the Charlotte 49ers 5-2 
Saturday afternoon. 
“I thought we played pretty well. It was 
good that everybody on the team got a chance 
to play in this one,” USC coach Kent DeMars 
said. “We decided to hold out our No. 1 and 
No. 4 players. We try to do that a couple 
times so that everybody on the team gets 
a chance to play. But I think we’re playing 
pretty decent right now.” 
Carolina (3-2) got off to a strong start 
early, winning all three doubles matches and 
earning the highly-coveted doubles point . 
Since last season, the Gamecocks are 17-0 
when winning the doubles point, but have 
only won once when they didn’t win the 
doubles point. 
“It’s critical. If you don’t win the doubles 
point, there’s just a psychological edge for 
whatever reason,” DeMars said. “It seems like 
it’s only worth one point out of the seven, but 
if you don’t win it, you have to win four out of 
six singles. That’s asking a lot. If you win it, 
you only have to win three and it just makes 
life a lot easier.” 
With usual No. 1 singles player Diego 
Cubas sitting out , senior Pedro Campos led 
the way in the top spot, beating Charlotte’s 
Moritz Bernhoerster 6-3, 6-1 . Other singles 
victories for Carolina came from senior Ivan 
Cressoni’s 6-4, 6-3 win over Chris Huynh 
and freshman Harry Menzies’ 6-2, 6-0 win 
over Anthony Davison . 
“Pedro probably stood out the most today. 
He played very solid in singles and doubles,” 
DeMars said. “They started off slow in No. 
1 doubles and were down 3-0 and came back 
to win eight out of nine games. Then he went 
and played well in the No. 1 singles match. 
I’d say he had the most solid performance of 
anybody today.” 
With another victory under their belt, the 
Gamecocks will prepare to face No. 46 N.C. 
State on Tuesday . Having recently scored an 
upset win over then-No. 33 Michigan , the 
Wolfpack should prove to be tough challenge. 
“You usually need about six wins against 
teams that are going to make the NCAA 
Tournament to make it in yourself. Since 
N.C. State just beat a top team, they’re 
probably going to be in the tournament,” 
DeMars said. “If you can start racking up 
those wins now, you don’t have to win as 
many in April. Hopefully we can get those 
six wins before April comes about so we can 
make the tournament.” 
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
Campos’s big day yields 
5-2 USC win over 49ers 
Ryan Velasquez
STAFF WRITER
Chris Keohane /THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Pedro Campos stood in for singles player Diego Cubas , gaining just one of several 
singles victories for USC’s men’s tennis team as they won over Charlotte’s 49ers.
Vols just too much 
for USC in romp
Tennis defends home courts 
with triumph over Charlotte
Carolina upsets ranked UGA squad
Kelly Lambert / The Associated Press
USC guard Samone Kennedy battles for a loose ball during yesterday’s game in Athens.
Scott Waggoner
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The USC women’s basketball team 
earned its second win over a ranked 
opponent this season when it knocked off 
No. 14 Georgia 52-42 in Athens Sunday . 
“This is a big step for our program,” 
USC assistant coach Lisa Boyer said of the 
win. “Anytime you go on the road in the 
SEC it’s a fi ght and we’re glad to get this 
win.” 
USC (13-10, 6-5) took advantage of 
Georgia’s (19-5, 6-5) early shooting woes, 
as they jumped out to a 15-9  lead with 10 
minutes remaining in the first half. By 
halftime, the score was 30-18 Gamecocks , 
though with 6:25 left to play in the game 
the Bulldogs scored six straight points to 
cut the lead down to 42-37 .  
Ca rol i na  wou ld  re spond scor i ng 
three points on each of their next two 
possessions, as junior guard Valer ie 
Nainima knocked down a three pointer, 
and junior forward Jewel May completed 
a three-point play. From there, USC 
made enough plays to prevent a Georgia 
comeback and secure the win. 
Defense was the key for the Gamecocks, 
who picked up their f irst win against 
Georgia since 2002, and the f irst win 
against a Top-15 team since 2005, as USC 
was able to hold the Bulldogs to just 28.6 
 percent shooting from the fi eld.  
Meanwhile, Carolina shot 36.8  percent 
from the field. Nainima led all scorers 
with 21 points to go along with three 
rebounds and three assists . Sophomore 
guard La’Keisha Sutton added nine points 
for the Gamecocks, while freshman Kelsey 
Bone scored eight .  
Georgia was led by freshman Jasmine 
James , who was one rebound short of 
recording a double-double with 11 points 
and nine rebounds. Junior Porsha Phillips 
chipped in eight points for Georgia, while 
senior Ashley Houts had six points.  
Carolina also benefi ted from the early 
ex it s of t wo Georgia seniors. A ngel 
Robinson left the game in the first half 
and would not return after feeling dizzy 
when, diving for the ball, she hit her head 
on a South Carolina player’s knee. Houts 
then drew her fourth foul fi ve minutes into 
the second half , and she would not return 
for the rest of the game. 
The win is the second straight road SEC 
victory for the Gamecocks , who, after 
beating Auburn and Georgia, are over .500 
in the league this late in the season for the 
fi rst time since the 2005-06 season. 
Up next for South Carolina is a home 
game against the Mississippi State Lady 
Bu l ldogs on Thursday n ight at  t he 
Colonial Life Arena. 
Defense keys Gamecocks
 in Athens victory  
over No. 14 ‘Dawgs 
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
classifieds
Place  a  C lass i f i ed  ad :  p  803-777-3888  • f  803-777-6482  • www.da i lygamecock .com
E-ma i l :  sho lmes@mai lbox .sc .edu  • Of f ice  hours :  M-F 8 :30  am -  5  pm •  Russe l l  House ,  Rm.  343
Additional Info
DEADLINE Additional options
Major credit cards acceptedLine classified ad rates
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line
SGTV
CAMPUS
CHANNEL4
100%
gamecock
TV
everyday.
all day
For Students.
By Students.
The “I’ll Just Have One More” Martini
3 oz. gin or vodka
1/2 oz. dry vermouth
3 olives
1 automobile
1 long day
1 diminishing attention span
1 too many
Combine ingredients. Drink. Repeat.
Mix with sharp turn, telephone pole.
Never underestimate ‘just a few.’
Buzzed driving is drunk driving.
Announcements
MISS PLAYING FOOTBALL? 
USC Club Football is looking for players 
& assist coaches for is upcoming Spring 
& fall Seasons. For player info email 
lairde@email.sc.edu or to interview 
to be an asst. coach email 
fidlers@email.sc.edu
Lifeguard Training & CPR re-certifica-
tion classes offered at Harbison. For 
more info contact D. Cartee @ 781-2281
Apartments
ON A BUDGET? Come to Cornell Arms 
Apts. 2BR for $750 which inclds all 
util-electric, water, cable internet. 
No Sec Dep.  Call Glenn 799-1442
Why wait for buses ? Live near USC & 
walk to classes. rajaluri@aeliusa.com
Housing-Rent
906 Texas St. 3BR 2BA - Very nice en-
ergy eff. $950 Call Jeff @ 238-9185.
Rooms  for Rent - Lg Spacious 
walking distance to USC  $300/mo.  
Call 463-5129
4BR 2BA Shandon hd flrs  Begin 5/10
$1345. 3BR NOW. $11095 318-0729
Help Wanted
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp 
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
$15 base-appt, flexible schedules, cus-
tomer sales/svc, all ages 18+ conditions 
apply, call 772-4112 or apply online 
BestUSCjobscom
Help Wanted
Palmetto Athletic Center in Lexington is 
seeking a FT Afterschool Care/Summer 
Camp/Entertainment Director. Position 
offers dependable hours and is intended 
for someone that has entrepreneurial 
drive and would like to earn a share of 
the profit of the business. Basic hours 
are 12 Noon until 6:30pm M-F as well as 
Friday Night (Parent’s Night Out) and 
Weekend Birthday Parities. PAC is also 
seeking Pt gymnastics, cheer, and day-
camp leaders for the summer. For more 
information, please pas this url into your 
web browser: 
http://sites.googlecom/site/;acstaffsite/P
AC-Staff-Site/Employment
The Office of Student Media is looking 
for a newspaper auditor to work Mon-
day, (after 5) Wednesday (after 5 and 
Sunday (anytime). This job involves 
working a newspaper route on campus 
counting newspapers left over at the 
end of the day. Due to the size of the 
route it is preferred that applicant have 
a bicycle. Please come to Room 
343 in Student Media, Russell House, 
to fill out an application. 
All questions can be directed to 
sarahs@mailbox.sc.edu
Help Wanted
Summer Camps
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counsel-
ors for all land, adventure & water 
sports. Great summer! Call 
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com
Help Wanted
Instructors
NOW HIRING! 
SWIM TEACHERS!
Pay starts @ $10 per hour. 
Free Training and Certification. Email 
Jim Reiser @ 
swimprofessor@sc.rr.com 
your current availability, 
background/qualifications, and if you 
will be here for the summer.
Services
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP? 
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury 
cruise with food. Accommodations on 
the island at your choice of thirteen 
resorts. Appalachia Travel. 
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018
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